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Theophysics 

•	 A New Branch of Physics. 
•	 A Prescription for Better Human Physical 

Health, Mental Health and Soul Health
•	 Of Greatest Benefit to Humankind.

The interaction of human being with God during worship, 
prayer and meditation (WPM) is mediated through the Electro-
magnetic Energy (EME) of the Human Mind [1,2] - which consti-
tutes a new branch of Physics called Theophysics (Spiritual Phys-
ics).

Non-Living Matter  
(Materialistic Physics)

Living Matter  
(Spiritual Physics/ Theophysics)

Molecule A piece of metal Physical Body of the Human Being
Atom Yes Yes-Mind

Subatomic Particle Proton, Neutron 
Electron

Consciousness

God Particle Higgs Boson Soul
Quantum Mechanics Yes Yes

Quantum  
Entanglement

Yes Yes

Theory of Relativity Yes Yes

Table 1: Shows Some Similarities in the Basic Composition and Properties of Non-Living Matter and Living Matter.

The existence of EME of human mind was discovered during 50 
years of theoretical research on worship, prayer, meditation and 
near-death experience.  

The science of Theophysics can explain everything in human life 
from conception to earthly birth and from earthly birth to death. 

The Laws of Theophysics follow the Laws of Materialistic Phys-
ics such as the Theory of Relativity, Quantum Mechanics, and Quan-
tum Entanglement (Table 1 and Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Shows how and when during meditation, the Quantum Entanglement happened between the EME particle of 
 human mind and the God's Energy Particle (Soul)

Table 1 shows the similarities between the Materialistic Physics 
and Spiritual Physics. Figure 1 shows the phenomenon of Quantum 
Entanglement in Spiritual Physics.

The concept of QE was first mentioned in India, 5,000 years ago 
- in Hindu Scripture Bhagavad Gita   in which Lord Krishna stated 
to His Disciple Arjuna that He (God) can exist at two farthest dis-
tant points of the Universe at the same time as Spiritual Energy 
Particles. 

The various saints, sages, spiritual devotees and medi-
tators who attained QE between the EME particles of their 
mind and the Spiritual Energy particle of God (Soul) are Ram-
prasad, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, Buddha, Ramkrishna and 
one of the authors (Shree Taposh K. Chowdhury) of this arti-
cle.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

The science of Physics essentially deals with Energy and  Mat-
ter.  The Materialistic Physics deals with Materialistic Energy (e.g., 

electricity, magnetism, heat, light, nuclear energy etc.) and materi-
alistic Non-living Matter whereas the Theophysics (Spiritual Phys-
ics) deals with Spiritual Energy (God’s Energy —Soul) (1,2) and  
Spiritual  Living Matter (e.g.  EME of human mind). 

The fact that Spiritual Energy exists is proven by the benefi-
cial effect of worship, prayer and meditation on the recovery from 
medical illnesses [3-5].

In the creation of matters, God, the Creator, kept some similari-
ties in the basic composition and properties of non-living matter 
and living matter – molecule, atom, subatomic particle and God 
particle (Table 1). 

The human being is composed of three parts – Body, Mind and 
Soul. While the physical body of the human being comes under 
materialistic world, the mind and soul come under spiritual world 
(Table 2). 

Mirror Image of
Meditating Person

Meditating Person

Soul

Near-Death
Experience

Heaven

Mirror Self Like Mirror Universe
Parallel Self Like Parallel Universe

Meditating Person

Meditating Person Floating & Moving Up

Meditating Person Floating & Ascending

Quantum Entanglement in
Spiritual Physics (Theophysics)
happens between the
     electromagnetic energy
          particle emanating from
 the meditator’s mind 
 and the God particle(soul)
   at this end-stage 
  of meditation.
               Where the meditator attains 
          the self-realization knowledge  
                                                 - “ I am He.”
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Just as the Earth possesses both gravitational forces and elec-
tromagnetic forces, the human mind also possesses both gravita-
tional forces and electromagnetic forces. 

The gravitational force of the human mind is innate. It is the 
gravitational force of the mind that creates the bonding between 
the human beings – bonding between the husband and wife, bond-
ing between the parents and children, bonding between other rela-
tives, non-relatives, friends, and other people thus creating loved 
ones, less loved ones, and non-loved ones. The gravitational force 
of human mind between the parents and child develops as soon 
as the child is born. The gravitational force between the biological 
parent and biological child is much stronger than the gravitational 
force between the stepparent and stepchild. 

The electromagnetic force pf human mind is adaptive and kicks 
in  in the form of prayer when a loved one gets sick or faces other 
materialistic problems such as problems in the job, financing, law, 
etc. It is the electromagnetic force of the human mind that helps 
people recover from sickness or from other materialistic problems  
mentioned above. 

The knowledge and practice of Theophysics during life can pre-
vent the crimes, gun violence, mental health problem and gun vio-
lence ideation in children [6]. 

In conclusion Theophysics deals with the spiritual energy (God’s 
energy - Soul).  and spiritual matter (human mind) and  the interac-
tion between the electromagnetic energy particles of human mind 
and God’s energy particles (soul) which leads to better human 
physical health, mental health and soul health resulting in better 
human life with little or no crimes, no criminals and no evil souls. 
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Table 2:    Shows how the three parts of human being fall under two branches of Physics
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